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Season 5, Episode 33
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Violent! Ray Gil



After beating Cyclone Herculeo, Gingka rejoices, only to be surprise-attacked by Argo. Tsubasa jumps in, and believes it to be an easy match since he defeated the dark power. But the power of Ray Gil's the Rubber Semi-Flat performance tip allows Tsubasa's Earth Eagle to be rapidly attacked. Ray Gil's clearwheel also prevents Tsubasa's use of aerial attacks. Argo only makes the situation worse, taunting Tsubasa so much that he nearly lets the dark power come over him again. Tsubasa feels the same pain as the Garcia's, seeing as he had to overcome the dark power gained from his battle with Ryuga earlier. Through the motivation and help of Gingka, Yu, Masumune, and Madoka allows Tsubasa to defeat Argo by finding a weak-spot between Ray Gil's metal wheel and performance tip. Using his special move Shining Tornado Buster, Tsubasa finally defeats Argo leading Team Gan-Gan Galaxy to the championships, much to Argo's dismay. Elsewhere, Ryuga is pursued by five mysterious guys. They corner him, but instead of using his launcher Ryuga launches Meteo L-Drago with his hand. As the five guys think he's crazy, they launch their beys. Because of L-Drago's spin-stealing capabilities, the bey gains spin and defeats all five beys with ease. Another mysterious person appears, and Ryuga comments that he might actually be able to put up a fight. 
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
14 November 2010, 00:00
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